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Question
1. Underline at least five thematic thrusts In the Good Morning Soldom

2. Attempt detailed character analyses of any three characters in the Good Morning Soldom.
Answer
 
1a. Subject of terrible nurturing: This was made sense of in the nineteenth development 
of the play when Specialist Diran and Mrs Diran understood that not being in their child's 
(Demola) life effectively permitted him to capitulate to negative companion strain from his 
companions which lead to a sad finish of their child's life.
1b. Subject of high school pregnancy: This was made sense of in the fourteenth 
development of the play when Keziah understood that she has been understood that she 
has been nine weeks pregnant from the start.
1c. Subject of cultism: This was made sense of in the eighth development of the play 
when they presented the main faction gathering of the play called the Red Shadows 
making sense of that they are now in a religion battle with another clique bunch called the 
Sparrow.

  1d. Subject of companion pressure: This was made sense of in the nineteenth    and twenty 
first development of the play when KK (Nkanga Nwoko) admitted that all the terrible stuff that 
occurred in Demola's life (from him taking medications, joining a clique bunch, misleading his 
folks and at last his passing). While in the twenty firs development they showed how kk and 
Bentol constrained Demola to medicate a young lady he cherishes.
  1e. Subject of Double-crossing: This was made sense of in the 6th development    of the play. 
At the point when Stella was assaulted by the minister's children (family companion) and 
furthermore when Demola sedated Keziah (an old buddy of his).

   2a. Stella: This is Keziah best flat mate, a confided in companion of her. She had lost 
her destiny in God in light of the fact that yikes a shocking occurrence (assault) that 
happened to her quite a while back by the minister children (family companion). After two 
years after the occasion she later got back her confidence in God in view of two dreams 
that happened to her during that year. The subsequent dream ended up hearing following 
two months of the main dream. She is likewise an understudy in May Bloom College.
   2b. Keziah: She is a medium level, marginally stout, fair young woman. She is an 
exceptionally productive, dedicated understudy of Mayflower College. She in the end got 
deceived by one of her male companions 'Demola' which got her pregnant. She needed to 
stop school due to the pregnancy. Her dad didn't show her any fondness in light of the 



pregnancy which she and her mum chose to keep. This prompted her endeavored self 
destruction however fortunately, he kid and her endure in light of the fact that her father 
required a report from home and saw her body on the ground and quickly took her to the 
clinic. Through this her dad saw the mistakes of his methodologies and became loving to 
his little girl. She ultimately brought forth a little girl called Mouritha. After the pregnancy 
she in the long run began her examinations in 200level in Ibadan State College.
  2c. Demola: This is a kid who was enamored with Keziah yet at last fell in with some 
unacceptable group. He was adversely peer compelled which drove him to medication 
and assault the young lady he adored which obliterated the trust she had for him. His 
companion KK otherwise called Nkanga Nwoko constrained him to sedate her and 
furthermore join a religion bunch called the Red Shadows which prompted the passing of 
him in a clique shootout.


